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ABSTRACT
In an interconnected and dynamic world, the evolution of one entity may cause a series of significant value changes for some others. For example, the currency inflation of Thailand caused the currency slump of other Asian countries, which eventually led to the financial crisis of 1997. We call such high impact entities shakers. To discover shakers, we first introduce the concept of a cascading graph to capture the causality relationships among evolving entities over some period of time, and then infer shakers from the graph. In a cascading graph, nodes represent entities and weighted links represent the causality effects. In order to find hidden shakers in such a graph, two scoring functions are proposed, each of which estimates how much the target entity can affect the values of some others. The idea is to artificially inject a significant change on the target entity, and estimate its direct and indirect influence on the others, by following an inference rule under the Markovian assumption. Both scoring functions are proven to be only dependent on the structure of a cascading graph and can be calculated in polynomial time. Experiments included three datasets in social sciences. Without directly applicable previous methods, we modified three graphical models as baselines. The two proposed scoring functions can effectively capture those high impact entities. For example, in the experiment to discover stock market shakers, the proposed models outperform the three baselines by as much as 50% in accuracy with the ground truth obtained from Yahoo! Finance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In an interconnected and dynamic world, the evolution of one entity may cause a series of significant value changes for some others. Examples include the volatile and intercorrelated financial markets, or the climate changes of neighboring areas. This is typically called the domino or butterfly effect. A famous case is the currency inflation of Thailand, which caused the financial crisis of 1997. We call such high impact entities shakers and our objective is to find the shakers in a set of evolving entities. It is important to mention that shakers are different from the influential nodes studied in [12, 33] and the effectors in [15]. One of the key differences is that the former two studies investigate entities with only one of two possible states (active and inactive), while shakers allow entities with numerical attributes and continuous changes (e.g., stock prices), which is more general and more complicated. In addition, shaker formulation allows for different types of effects (e.g., positive effect and negative effect introduced in Section 2). With the general problem setting, the following two challenges need to be addressed:

C1: Given the set of evolving entities with continuously changing numerical attributes, how to determine who affects whom?

C2: After determining the causalities among the entities (by solving C1), how to detect hidden shakers?

To solve C1, we use evolving data (e.g., time series, streaming, sensory) to model the entity evolutions and detect the latent entity causalities by measuring and capturing the similarity of the evolution trends. The intuition is that if an entity A affects entity B, then: (1) the changes in A occurs prior to the changes in B, and (2) they will have similar trends.

For example, Fig. 1(a) plots the price evolutions of two stocks over time. One is Amazon.com and the other is its business partner, a cargo transportation company. It is clear that the evolutions of the two stocks are almost the same but the change in Amazon.com takes the lead. Hence, we say that Amazon.com affects its business partner. A famous case is the currency inflation of Thailand, which led to the financial crisis of 1997. We call such high impact entities shakers and our objective is to find the shakers in a set of evolving entities. It is important to mention that shakers are different from the influential nodes studied in [12, 33] and the effectors in [15]. One of the key differences is that the former two studies investigate entities with only one of two possible states (active and inactive), while shakers allow entities with numerical attributes and continuous changes (e.g., stock prices), which is more general and more complicated. In addition, shaker formulation allows for different types of effects (e.g., positive effect and negative effect introduced in Section 2). With the general problem setting, the following two challenges need to be addressed:

C1: Given the set of evolving entities with continuously changing numerical attributes, how to determine who affects whom?

C2: After determining the causalities among the entities (by solving C1), how to detect hidden shakers?
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Figure 1: Example of the cascading graph on stock data learned from the algorithm

although the two concepts are not exactly the same, yet the existence of some correlations can lead us to induce, under some fairly broad conditions, the existence of certain causal relations. This assumption is broadly used in other fields such as Philosophy [29], Bioinformatics [32] and Economics (e.g., the 2003 Nobel Prize winning work in economic time series analysis [9]). By detecting such causalities between each entity pair, we construct a cascading graph as follows:

**Definition 1 (Cascading Graph).** A cascading graph is a weighted directed graph \( G = (V, E, A) \) where

- \( V \) represents the set of entities. \( \forall v \in V, a_v(\tau) \in A \) is its attribute that evolves over time \( \tau \). For simplicity, \( A \subseteq \mathbb{R} \) is a set of real numbers.
- \( E \in \mathbb{R}^{|V| \times |V|} \) is called the cascading matrix such that \( E(i, j) = e \) is the causality effect from entity \( v_i \) to entity \( v_j \). And \( |E| \) determines the strength or confidence of the causality. Furthermore, \( e < 0 \) if it is a negative effect such that the value increase of one entity causes the value decrease of another as in Fig. 1(b); \( e > 0 \) if it is a positive effect as in Fig. 1(a).

An example of a cascading graph on stock data is illustrated in Fig. 1(c) where solid lines represent edges with positive effects \( (e > 0) \), or as in Fig. 1(a), and dotted lines represent negative effects \( (e < 0) \), or as in Fig. 1(b). It is important to note that the introduction of negative effect provides an advantage not found in other graphical models (e.g., [10, 4]). It extends the expressive power to model a wide range of networks that naturally contain opposite correlations among the nodes. Examples include the cooperation and competition networks of the business institutions, stock correlation networks, etc. However, with previously proposed methods, it is not obvious how to discover 1 in such a graph:

1. Graphical Models: In a cascading graph, since it allows for negative effects (edges), the adjacency matrix, or the cascading matrix \( E \) is not stochastic. Hence, as far as we know, there is no graphical model (e.g., [10, 4, 14]) that can be directly applied to mine the latent shakers.

2. Influence Propagation Models: Most of the previous methods (e.g., [9, 33, 12] and the IC model [13]) investigate the graph with positive edges. However, given the cascading graph with negative edges, the influence propagation becomes more complicated, because some of them may be reduced or canceled. As in Fig. 1(b), “Amazon.com” has two inference propagation paths to “CRM”. One is “Amazon \( \rightarrow \) ATSG \( \rightarrow \) CRM” that can increase the value of CRM, but the other is the negative effect “Amazon \( \rightarrow \) SEBL \( \rightarrow \) CRM” that decreases its value. Hence, with the negative effect canceling the positive effect, “Amazon.com” may finally cause no value change (no influence) on “CRM”. Traditional influence propagation models do not consider such situations.

Since previous models are not directly applicable, in this paper, two scoring functions are proposed to find the shakers by evaluating each node’s accumulated influence and maximal influence. The key idea is to artificially inject a significant value change in the target node, and estimate its direct and indirect influence on other nodes by following a graph inference rule under the Markovian assumption. Using linear algebra to perform a transformation, the two scoring functions are proven to be (a) only dependent on the structure of the cascading graph, and (b) they can be calculated in polynomial time.

We conducted three sets of experiments. These experiments focused on the following problems in social sciences: finding the economy shakers of countries, finding the most influential economy indicators, and finding the NASDAQ stock market shakers. Without directly applicable methods, three previous graphical models are modified as baselines. It is observed that the two proposed scoring functions can effectively capture the shakers. For example, in the experiment of finding stock market shakers, the proposed models outperform the three baselines by as much as 50% in accuracy, with the ground truth coming from Yahoo! Finance. Moreover, one of the shakers, AAPL (Apple Inc.), is successfully captured; it later leads to a big drop of the NASDAQ stocks in January 2011 despite the good news of most other stocks.

### 2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a set of evolving entities, the objective is to find shakers whose value changes can significantly affect the values of many other entities. The following provides a more formal definition of the related concepts.

**Definition 2 (Evolving Entity).** Denote \( v \in V \) as an entity, \( a_v(\tau) \in A \subseteq \mathbb{R} \) as the attribute of \( v \) that evolves over the time variable \( \tau \). In this paper, the time variable is considered to be discrete, and we use \( a_v(t) \) to denote the attribute value of entity \( v \) at time step \( t \).

The evolving attributes are used to detect causality relationships among the entities. The general idea is that \( \forall v, w \in V \), if the trend of \( a_v(\tau) \) is similar to that of \( a_w(\tau) \) and one is prior to the other as in Fig. 1(a), then \( v \) and \( w \) have a causality relationship. More details can be found in Section 3. Note that once the causality relationships are determined, the present values of the entities (i.e., \( a_v(\tau), a_w(\tau), \ldots \)) are no longer important. Instead, to find the shakers, we are more interested in their value changes and the entities...
causing those changes. As such, we use a $1 \times |\mathcal{V}|$ vector $\mathbf{C}_t$ to denote the value changes of the entities at time $t$ such that
\[
\mathbf{C}_t(i) = a_{v_i}(t) - a_{v_i}(t-1)
\]
is the value change of node $v_i$ at time $t$. Then, shaker is defined as follows

**Definition 3 (Shaker).** Given an entity $v \in \mathcal{V}$, assume its value significantly changes, say, at the beginning where $t = 0$. By following the influence propagation path, if the values of other entities significantly change afterwards where $t = 1, 2, \ldots$, we call the entity $v$ a shaker.

This is a general definition of shaker and the key intuition here is to estimate whether the target entity $v$ can cause significant changes of many others afterwards ($t > 0$).

**Cascading Graph**

The key step to find shakers is to capture and summarize the complicated causality relationships among the entities, and unveil the shakers by inferring how the causality effect is propagated. To do so, we propose to use cascading graph $G = (\mathcal{V}, \mathbf{E}, \mathcal{A})$. A cascading graph is a graph, in which nodes in $\mathcal{V}$ are entities and weighted directed edges in $\mathbf{E}$ represent causalities. In Section 3, we show how to extract a cascading matrix $\mathbf{E}$ from evolving entities. An example of a cascading graph is shown in Fig. 2, where $v_1, v_2$ and $v_3$ have some effects on the entity $v_4$. The main advantage of cascading graph, not found in traditional graph models, is its flexibility to model negative effects. These are formulated as negative edges, e.g., edge $(v_1, v_4)$ in Fig. 2. One challenge is that negative effects may cancel the influence of positive effects in later influence propagation. Thus, the temporal correlation detected at the initial state may disappear in later inferences. More details can be found in Eq. 1. Hence, in addition to shaker discovery, cascading graphs can be used in a wide range of applications where entities have opposite relationships. Traditional stochastic graphical models, however, are not able to model such complicated relationships because the adjacency matrix is non-stochastic. We next define an inference rule for cascading graphs.

**Inference on Cascading Graph.** Similar to first order Markov process, we make the Markovian assumption that the attribute value changes $\mathbf{C}_t$ at time $t$ only depend on those at time $t-1$:
\[
\mathbf{C}_t(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{|\mathcal{V}|} \mathbf{C}_{t-1}(j)\mathbf{E}(j, i)
\]
where $\mathbf{E}(j, i)$ is the causality effect from entity $v_j$ to entity $v_i$ such that $\sum_{j=1}^{|\mathcal{V}|} |\mathbf{E}(j, i)| = 1$. Hence, $\mathbf{E}(j, i)$ can also be interpreted as the weight of the “ingredient” of the mixture effects to $v_i$. For instance, in Fig. 2, 50% of the effects to $v_4$ are from $v_1$, 20% are from the entity $v_2$ and the rest are from the entity $v_3$ such that:
\[
\mathbf{C}_t(4) = -0.5\mathbf{C}_{t-1}(1) + 0.2\mathbf{C}_{t-1}(2) + 0.3\mathbf{C}_{t-1}(3)
\]
Note that $\mathbf{E}(1, 4) = -0.5 < 0$ is a negative effect. Hence, when the node $v_4$’s value increases at time $t - 1$, $v_4$’s value tends to decrease at time $t$, since $\mathbf{C}_t(4) \propto -0.5\mathbf{C}_{t-1}(1)$. As such, negative effect (edge) tends to lead the value to change in an opposite direction, while positive effect makes the value moving in the same direction. In matrix form, the inference rule in Eq. 1 can be written as:
\[
\mathbf{C}_t = \mathbf{C}_{t-1} \mathbf{E} = \mathbf{C}_{t-2} \mathbf{E}^2 = \cdots = \mathbf{C}_0 \mathbf{E}^t
\]

It is interesting to mention that the cascading matrix $\mathbf{E}$ is similar to a transition probability matrix in Markov process, and $\mathbf{C}_t$ is similar to a state vector at time $t$. However, unlike a transition probability matrix, the cascading matrix $\mathbf{E}$ allows for negative values and hence it is not stochastic. In Section 4, we provide an analysis on how traditional graphical models do not perform well in this case.

**Model Formulation for Shaker Discovery**

To evaluate the influence of the target node $v_i$, we artificially change its value at time $t = 0$, and then infer its effect on other entities during $0 < t < T$, where $T$ is the time span we are interested in. In other words, we do not care about the changes after time $T$, which is a user-specified parameter studied in the experiment section. To find shakers, the following steps are performed:

1. **Artificially change the value:** Define a new vector $\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$ such that $\forall j \neq i, \mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}(j) = \mathbf{C}_0(j)$, but $|\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}(i)| \gg |\mathbf{C}_0(i)|$. In other words, $\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$ is different from $\mathbf{C}_0$ only in the target node $v_i$.

2. **Inference inference:** Define vector $\mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)}$ as the estimated value changes at time $t$ with $\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$ as the initial state, or $\mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)} = \mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)} \mathbf{E}^t$ with the influence rule in Eq. 1.

Note that the vector $\mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)}$ is derived after the value of the target entity $v_i$ suffers a big jump ($|\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}(i)| \gg |\mathbf{C}_0(i)|$). Hence, we want to study the difference between the two vectors $\mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)}$ and $\mathbf{C}_t$ to investigate how the jumping value affects others. Two scoring functions are defined.

**Definition 4 (Accumulated Influence).** Given an entity $v_i$, the accumulated influence $\mathbf{AI}(v_i)$ is defined as the accumulated relative difference between the two vectors
\[
\mathbf{AI}(v_i) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{\partial \mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)}}{\partial \mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}}
\]
where $\partial \mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)} = ||\mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)} - \mathbf{C}_t||$ and $|| \cdot ||$ is the L-2 norm that summarizes the difference.

It is interesting to note that $\partial \mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)}/\partial \mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$ has a similar form as function derivative $\frac{\partial f(t)}{\partial f(0)}$ that evaluates how fast a function changes at a certain direction. We use it to capture how effectively the influence can be propagated through node $v_i$. However, it is not easy to obtain $\partial \mathbf{C}_t^{(v_i)}/\partial \mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$. It is not known how to determine $\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$, since we only know $|\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}(i)| \gg |\mathbf{C}_0(i)|$ without any specific value. In the next section, we prove that $\mathbf{AI}(v_i)$ is actually independent of $\mathbf{C}_t$, $\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$ and $\mathbf{C}_0^{(v_i)}$, and it can be efficiently calculated only with a cascading matrix $\mathbf{E}$, or the topology of the cascading graph. Similarly, we define maximal influence as follows:
the shifting along the time variable whereas \( \hat{s} \) problem is devised their similarity. In particular, the following optimization of a causality as \( e \).

In this case, \( \epsilon \)ing trends, they will be almost perfectly matched by Eq. 5. Transformations. If the two entities have very similar evolv-

two evolution functions with the above four types of algebra warping [25]. The optimization function thus matches the

optimization function in normalized cut [28]. Furthermore, the solved \( E \) to construct a cascading graph, or equivalently, to fill out all

the cascading matrix \( E \) is determined by \( \hat{h} \). As such, the cascading matrix \( E \) is determined and we assume that it is static and that it does not change over the duration of the study. To solve Eq. 4 we assume that the evolution of each entity \( v_i \) is determined by an \( n \)-degree polynomial function such that \( f_i(t) = \sum_{r=0}^{n} k_i t^r \) where \( k_i s \) are the polynomial coefficients. Choosing a polynomial function has several advantages: (1) It can fit both linear and nonlinear (e.g., [30][18]) evolution functions perfectly. (2) It can effectively capture the turns of the evolving trends, which is an important clue in determining causality. Hence, we denote the evolution functions of \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) as \( f_i(t) = \sum_{r=0}^{n} k_i t^r \) and \( f_j(t) = \sum_{r=0}^{n} k_j t^r \) where \( n \) is the degree discussed in Section 4. We then substitute them into Eq. 8 and use coordinate descent to solve the optimization problem. The general idea is to solve one variable at a time by fixing the values of the others. To be specific, we first solve \( \hat{h} \) by setting \( \frac{\partial}{\partial h} = 0 \) with \( \hat{u} \), \( \hat{t} \) and \( \hat{s} \) set as the initial values.

\[
\hat{h} = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{L} (\sum_{r=0}^{n} k_i t^r - \hat{s})/\sum_{t=0}^{L} (\sum_{r=0}^{n} k_i (\hat{u} t + \hat{t})^r)}{\sum_{t=0}^{L} (\sum_{r=0}^{n} k_i t^r - \hat{s})} \tag{8}
\]

We solve \( \hat{t} \), \( \hat{u} \) and \( \hat{s} \) similarly, and then solve \( \hat{h} \) again with the new values of \( \hat{t} \), \( \hat{u} \) and \( \hat{s} \). The process is performed iteratively \( C \) times to approach the optimal solution; the convergence rate is discussed in Section 4. We then use the optimal solution \( \epsilon(i, j) \) of each entity pair \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) to determine each entry of the cascading matrix \( E \).

**Shaker detection by computing accumulated influence and maximal influence**

Recall that we define the accumulated influence (Eq. 2) and maximal influence (Eq. 5) to capture the shakers. However, both scoring functions involve some undetermined variables such as \( C_i^{(v_i)} \). As a result, the two functions seem to be not computable with the unknown variables. We next prove that both scoring functions actually only depend on the cascading matrix \( E \) or the topology of the graph.

**Theorem 1.** The value of the accumulated influence \( AI(v_i) \) only depends on the cascading matrix \( E \).

**Proof.** We can rewrite the accumulated influence as

\[
AI(v_i) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{\partial C_i^{(v_i)}}{\partial C_i^{(v_i)}} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{\|C_i^{(v_i)} - C_0\|}{\|C_i^{(v_i)} - C_0\|} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{Tr( (E_i^T (C_i^{(v_i)} - C_0)^T (C_i^{(v_i)} - C_0) - E_i) )}{Tr( (C_i^{(v_i)} - C_0)^T (C_i^{(v_i)} - C_0) )} \tag{9}
\]
And therefore

\[ \text{AI}(v_i) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\left| V \right|} qE^t(i,j)^2}{q} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{\left| V \right|} E^t(i,j)^2 \] (11)

Hence, \text{AI}(v_i) only depends on the cascading matrix \( E \). □

Similarly, we have the following theorem.

**Theorem 2.** The maximal influence \( \text{MI}(v_i) \) only depends on the cascading matrix \( E \) where

\[ \text{MI}(v_i) = \max_{t=1, \ldots, T} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\left| V \right|} E^t(i,j)^2 \right) \] (12)

It is necessary to mention again that both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are very important, since they provide methods to calculate the two scoring functions that are superficially not computable. Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that the computations of the two scoring functions are now linear to the cardinality of the entity set \( |V| \) with \( T \) as a relatively small number (discussed in Section 4).

**Algorithm complexity analysis**

The complete algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1 which contains two main parts: cascading graph generation and shaker detection. The algorithm complexity from Step 1 to Step 6 is \( O(C \cdot n \cdot L \cdot |V|^2) \) where \( n \) is the degree of the polynomial function, \( L \) is the time span of the data, and \( C \) is the number of iterations of the coordinate descent in Step 3. With \( n \) and \( C \) being relatively small numbers (discussed in Section 4), the complexity is \( O(L|V|^2) \). The most expensive step of the second part is to calculate the matrix power (Step 7), whose complexity is \( O(T|V|^{2.4}) \) with divide and conquer strategy. As a result, the complexity of the whole algorithm is \( O(|V|^{2.4}) \) and the space complexity is \( O(|V|^{2.4}) \), given that \( T \) is a small constant as discussed in Section 4.4.

**4. EXPERIMENTS**

Recall that the proposed model contains two main parts: one is to generate the cascading graph from the evolving entities; the second is to find the shakers in the graph. We consider the steps together and focus on the evaluation of the shakers discovered at the end. Also note that the output (Algorithm 1) is the ranking of the entities according to their estimated influence scores; the entities rank at the top are the shakers. Hence, we evaluate the methods with both classification and ranking related criteria. Three methods are chosen for comparison. It is important to note that since these comparison methods are not designed to handle negative edges and mine shakers, some modifications (as outlined below) are necessary:

1. The first method to compare is the weighted PageRank \(^4\), a state-of-the-art algorithm to rank influential websites. It is used in \(^{31}\) to find influential nodes in a network, and we adopt the same mechanism to find the shakers. Note that PageRank does not work on the network with negative edges. Hence, we treat all negative and positive edges the same by setting the edge weights as their absolute values, in order to run PageRank on the dataset without getting errors.

2. The second comparison method is based on the Independent Cascade (IC) model \(^{15, 11}\) that is widely used as an information propagation framework on network. We use the weighted IC model in \(^{33}\) as a comparison model to find the top-k nodes that maximize the influence. Similar to PageRank, we modify the cascading graph by setting the edge weights as their absolute values in order to make the model work.

3. The last comparison method is the Linear Threshold (LT) model used in \(^{11, 13}\). It is also a popular network influence propagation model, and we use the influential node selection algorithm in \(^{11}\) as the third comparison model. As the previous two, in order to make the model work on the dataset, we set the edge weights as their absolute values.

It is important to emphasize again that it is a necessary step to treat all positive and negative edges the same by setting edge weights as their absolute values. This strategy is considered to induce the least information loss in order to make the comparison models work, without getting a software error.

Three datasets (Table 1) from social sciences are used to evaluate the algorithms. The economic dataset contains the historical data of 967 economic indicators of the United States covering a 30 year period. The GDP dataset is the
historical GDP data for 150 countries, and the Stock dataset contains the historical daily prices of 2730 stocks. We treat the economic indicators, countries and the stocks as entities respectively; their historical data are used as the evolving attributes, as described in Table 1. The physical meanings of the shakers in the three datasets are also shown in Table 1. Note that we adopt a pruning step to set \( E(i,j) = 0 \) if its value is less than \( 10^{-4} \) to reduce noise.

### 4.1 Finding the most important economic indicators

The first experiment is to find the shakers in 967 economic indicators (e.g., consumer expenditure, interest rate, etc.). The data was downloaded from the World Bank [2]. Each of the economic indicators is regarded as an entity and the objective is to find the shakers who contribute the most to the value changes of other indicators. Recall that we use the evolution trend similarity between each entity pair to detect the causalities, which are then summarized into the cascading graph. A fraction of the generated cascading graph is shown in Fig. 4. As it can be observed, it is a complicated network. For example, the increase of GDP has a positive effect on the number of travel services, but negative effect on the rural population growth rate. Moreover, both the rural population and travel services will then increase the \( \text{CO}_2 \) emissions. Hence, it is not obvious to derive whether GDP has a positive, negative or even no effect (effect cancellation) on \( \text{CO}_2 \) emissions. With such a complicated network, we aim at finding the shakers who will contribute the most to the value changes of other entities. The top-5 shakers found by the proposed models as well as the three comparison methods are presented in Table 2. As pointed out in [31] [19], some of the widely accepted important economic indicators are the GDP, Gross National Income (GNI), Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), the GDP derived from PPP, and the GNI derived from PPP. Note that all of these indicators are discovered by the two proposed scoring functions. But in the comparison methods, only the Independent Cascade (IC) model discovers one such indicator (GNI), while missing the rest. The most important reason for the poor performances is that the comparison models are not designed to handle a cascading graph that has a more general but more complicated influence propagation schema. Hence, the two scoring functions offer more advantages to find the shakers.

### 4.2 Finding country-level economy shakers

We downloaded the gross domestic product (GDP) historical data for 150 countries covering a 50 year period (1960-2009) from the World Bank [2]. Each country is modeled as an entity. The objective is to find the top-10 economy shakers according to the development of their GDPs. We use the economy ranking of countries in 2010 as the ground truth [24]. Note that we only consider the countries with complete GDP data for all 50 years in the World Bank and hence some important countries such as Russia, Germany,

### 4.3 Stock market shaker detection

We downloaded the historical daily price data for 2730 stocks from Yahoo! Finance [6]. All the 2730 stocks are from NASDAQ in a single year period (from 11/30/2009 to 11/30/2010) and we aimed at finding the stock market shakers who affect the market the most. It is important to mention that we also generated the ground truth from Yahoo! Finance. More specifically, we can find the stock industry leadership rankings [7] with various criteria such as market capitalization, PEG ratio, etc. For example, Google Inc. (GOOG) ranks first among the 85 stocks of the same industry according to its market capitalization, and ranks 15th according to its PEG ratio. We then re-rank the stocks according to their average rankings across all criteria in ascending order. For example, the average ranking score of
Table 2: Top 5 Shakers of Economic Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PageRank</th>
<th>IC</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>Accumulated Influence</th>
<th>Maximal Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net current transfers</td>
<td>GNI</td>
<td>Arable land</td>
<td>GNI</td>
<td>GNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchandise imports</td>
<td>Workers’ remittances</td>
<td>Agricultural machinery</td>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current account balance</td>
<td>Export volume index</td>
<td>Net income from abroad</td>
<td>GDP, PPP</td>
<td>GNI, PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export volume index</td>
<td>Changes in inventories</td>
<td>Net bilateral aid flows</td>
<td>GNI, PPP</td>
<td>GDP, PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net trade in goods and services</td>
<td>Net current transfers</td>
<td>Changes in inventories</td>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Top 10 Economy Shakers (only consider the countries with complete GDP data in World Bank)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PageRank</th>
<th>IC</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>Accumulated Influence</th>
<th>Maximal Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>United States ✓</td>
<td>United States ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>United Kingdom ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>Japan ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>France ✓</td>
<td>Japan ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>China ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Brazil ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Italy ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>Spain ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy: 60%</td>
<td>Accuracy: 30%</td>
<td>Accuracy: 0%</td>
<td>Accuracy: 90%</td>
<td>Accuracy: 80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOOG is \((1 + 15)/2 = 8\) if we only consider the two criteria, and it ranks first if the average scores of other stocks are larger than 8. As such, the top 20% of stocks in each industry are considered to be the true market shakers. We then conduct three sets of experiments in this dataset to evaluate the models

1. Finding stock market shakers in each of the 7 sectors classified in Yahoo! Finance: consumer goods, basic materials, industrial goods, services, healthcare, technology and financial.

2. Finding stock market shakers in the overall market.

3. Case study to see how the stock market shakers affect the market after the studied period (after 11/30/2010).

Result analysis By tracing the evolutions of stock prices, we generate 7 cascading graphs for the 7 different sectors and analyze their stock market shakers respectively. Recall that the final output (Algorithm 1) is the rankings of the entities with respect to their influence scores, with the top ranked ones being the shakers. We evaluated the accuracies of the top 10% of the rankings (50 such stocks in each sector on average) and the results are presented in Fig. 5. It is clear that the two proposed scoring functions outperform the comparison models. For example, in the healthcare sector, the accuracies of the three comparison methods are just around 35%, while those of the proposed models are over 70%. Again, the reason is that the comparison methods are not suitable to handle networks such as a cascading graph with opposite correlations. The aim of the second experiment was to find the stock market shakers in all of the 2730 stocks. In this case, only one cascading graph is generated to summarize the causality relationships among all stocks to find the global market shakers. The lift curves are plotted in Fig. 6, where we can clearly observe that the two proposed models beat the comparison methods. We also present the top 10 stock market shakers in Table 2 in which the two proposed scoring functions clearly outperform the comparison models by as much as 50% in accuracy. Note that the Apple Inc. (AAPL) is identified by both proposed functions. More interestingly, AAPL suffers a big slide on January 18th, 2011 following the news release of its CEO Steve Jobs taking a medical leave. The NASDAQ 100 index ($NDX$) follows its big loss the next day [26] even though there are strong earning reports from companies like IBM and despite the rally of the Asian market. Note that the internal market mechanism may be very complicated and there may be other reasons for the market slide in addition to AAPL, but the market shaker does reveal the risk ahead.

4.4 Parameter Sensitivity

There are three parameters in the proposed model. We choose the “Basic materials” sector of the stock data to analyze the three parameters, and choose the accumulated influence as the scoring function since the maximal influence criterion has similar performances. The first parameter is
the degree $n$ of the polynomial function, which is used to fit the data; the result is shown in Fig. 7(a). It can be observed that the result tends to be stable when the degree is larger than 8. This is because even if we set the degree larger, the coefficients of the high degree terms tend to be zero in order to minimize the ridge loss with regularization term. In practice, one can choose the degree $n$ to be a median number (e.g., $n = 10$), or adaptively choose $n$ according to the fitting loss with regularization. The second parameter is the number of iterations of the coordinate descent to solve the optimization in Eq. 5. As in Fig. 7(b) the objective function actually converges very fast since the four variables have closed-form solutions in each iteration. The last parameter is the time span $T$ across which the influence is estimated. In other words, we only consider the influence of the target nodes within $T$ step. It can be observed from Fig. 7(c) that the performance is stable after $T > 5$. It means that the effects are propagated efficiently. In the experiment, we set $n = 9, C = 3$ and $T = 6$.

5. RELATED WORK

There are several areas of work that we build upon. First of all, causality has attracted intense interest in artificial intelligence. An increasing number of works are proposed to model the causality among discrete and countable events by using their frequency of co-occurrences (e.g., [27 10 23]). In reality, however, on the one hand, there may be a huge number of observed events; on the other hand, there is usually a time latency between the cause and the effect. Hence, it is generally very difficult to detect the underlying causality of the entities just by observing their co-occurrence. The present work investigates the transformations of the entity evolution trends instead of the co-occurrence to detect causality. In one of the steps of the proposed model, we borrow the idea of time series (e.g., [22 35]), although it is not the focus of the paper. We fit the evolving data with polynomial functions and detect the similarity among the function transformations. There may be other time series techniques that can be used to find the causalities, such as using some discrete transformations (20 21). But the most important advantage of polynomial fitting is that it can give us closed form solutions in each iteration that leads to the efficient computation (Fig. 7(b)).

Information diffusion and influence maximization is another area of related work. It has attracted considerable attention (e.g., [8 16 24]) in recent years. The general idea is to trace the information propagation on a given network by various models, and find the top influential nodes or effectors that can best explain the phenomenon (e.g., [1 17 15 13]). Usually, the entities have only one of only two states (active or inactive) and the found influential nodes usually have wide spreads. With a different objective, the proposed model allows numerical attributes of the entities and considers whether the target nodes cause attribute value changes for some others, which are not necessarily the ones with large spreads. Furthermore, the proposed model allows for negative edges in the network where the influence diffusion becomes more complicated. Extensive experiments show that it is better to handle the entities that naturally contain opposite correlations. Another area of related work is data mining in economics. For example, in [5], a network based approach is applied to find similarities/communities among time-series foreign exchanges, but it does not consider influence cancellation between negative effects and positive effects.

6. CONCLUSION

Given a set of evolving entities with complex, latent and dynamic relationships, this paper investigates the problem of mining shakers or entities that can cause significant value changes for others. An example is the stock market shakers that significantly affect the prices of other stocks. We address the problem by proposing a cascading graph that summarizes the causalities among the entities by capturing the similarities of their evolving trends. More importantly, two scoring functions (accumulated and maximal effects) are formulated in order to capture the degree or efficiency on how the target entity affects others. To do so, we artificially inject a significant change on the target entity where its effect is to trace the information propagation on a given network by various models, and find the top influential nodes or effectors that can best explain the phenomenon (e.g., [1 17 15 13]). Usually, the entities have only one of only two states (active or inactive) and the found influential nodes usually have wide spreads. With a different objective, the proposed model allows numerical attributes of the entities and considers whether the target nodes cause attribute value changes for some others, which are not necessarily the ones with large spreads. Furthermore, the proposed model allows for negative edges in the network where the influence diffusion becomes more complicated. Extensive experiments show that it is better to handle the entities that naturally contain opposite correlations. Another area of related work is data mining in economics. For example, in [5], a network based approach is applied to find similarities/communities among time-series foreign exchanges, but it does not consider influence cancellation between negative effects and positive effects.
the stock market dataset. It is observed that the proposed model outperforms the three comparison methods substantially. For example, in the stock market dataset, the accuracies of the three comparison methods are just around 35% while those of the proposed models are over 70% in the healthcare sector.
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